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(Chorus)

Roll up, smoke, shotgun, smoke, sit down, smoke
Stand up, smoke, pass out, smoke, wake up, smoke
Blowed, smoke, blowed, smoke

(Verse 1)

Now I done grew up my whole life hearing this and that
People talk about how weed is bad for you, where they
do that at
Stick to facts, some people like the way it feel
Some people wanna kill they stress
Some people wanna fit in with the rest
Well, that was not me, I was in a cloudy room
Loud tunes, looking to make a vow soon
That I'ma get fucked up filling up my blunt
I see the crowd faces changing by the minute, I need to
have a seat
Took a puff then another puff, then somebody said to
me

(Chorus)

Nigga, why you babysitting only two or three blunts
I'ma show you how to turn it up a notch
First you get a marijuana field then you burn through it,
marijuana field then you burn through it
I light a few blunts, then I watch 'em all burn
All the girls wanna play Baywatch
Got a marijuana field, and they gone burn through it
Marijuana field and I'ma burn through it

Roll up, smoke, shotgun, smoke, sit down, smoke
Stand up, smoke, pass out, smoke, wake up, smoke
Blowed, smoke, blowed, smoke

(Verse 2)

Okay, I'm rolling and smoking and toking and choking
Niggas talking but I am not one to deal with the drama
or the commotion
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Apparently it's bad to be labeled as a pothead
But I can assure you that my brain cells are not dead
I think that I'm feeling the vibe, I see the love in her
eyes
I feel the healing is granted as soon as the relief of
Mary Jane arrive
It's all about control, control, it's all about control
This right here is medication, politicians playing roles

(Chorus)

Nigga, why you babysitting only two or three blunts
I'ma show you how to turn it up a notch
First you get a marijuana field then you burn through it,
marijuana field then you burn through it
I light a few blunts, then I watch 'em all burn
All the girls wanna play Baywatch
Got a marijuana field, and they gone burn through it
Marijuana field and I'ma burn through it

Roll up, smoke, shotgun, smoke, sit down, smoke
Stand up, smoke, pass out, smoke, wake up, smoke
Blowed, smoke, blowed, smoke
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